ABSTRACT. In this paper, we introduce the concept of more general probabilistic contractors in probabilistic normed spaces and show the existence and uniqueness of solutions for set-valued and single-valued nonlinear operator equations in Menger probabilistic normed spaces.
INTRODUCTION.
In [1] , M. Altman showed the existence and uniqueness of solutions for set-valued and singlevalued nonlinear operator equations in Banach spaces by means of the concepts of contractors and contractor directions. Since Altman, Lee and Padgett ([5] - [7] ) introduced the concept of random contractors with random nonlinear majorant functions and showed the existence and uniqueness of solutions for random operator equations by random contractors.
In this paper, we introduce the concept of more general probabilistic contractors in probabilistic normed spaces and show the existence and uniqueness of solutions for set-valued and single-valued nonlinear operator equations in Menger probabilistic normed spaces. Our results extend and improve the corresponding results of Altman [1] , Chang ([3] , [4] ), Lee and eadgett [6] .
PRELIMINARIES.
Throughout this paper, let R=(-o, +oo) and R + = [0, +oo LEMMA 2.1. Let (X,'Y,A) be a Menger P/V-space (resp., an N.A. Menger P/V-space) with the t-norm A satisfying the condition (2.1) and A ft X. Then we have the following:
(1) FA (0) Zn D(P) and ln P(xn) (resp. yn= P(gn)), whenever znz and n-, we have z D(P) and u P(z)(resp. u P(z) x. Let ,: [0, +e) [0, +oc) satisfy the condition () and u6 Y be a given point. Then I" is called a probabilistic contractor of a nonlinear set-valued mapping P (resp., a single-valued mapping P) with respect to if, for all 6 D(P) and u 6 {u 6 Y:z + r(z)U 6 D(P)}, Fp(z+r(z)y),p(z)+y(t)>min{Fy((t)),Fp(z)_u((t)),Fp(z+r(z)y)_u((t))}, (3.1a) (resp., Fp(x + F(x)y)-P(x)-y (t) >-min{Fy((t))'FP(x)-u(O(t))'Fp(x + F(x)y)-u ((t))}" (3.1b) for all > 0. REMARK 3. It follows from (4) of Lemma 2.1 that if A is a continuous t-norm with A(t,t) _> for all [0,11, then (3.1a ) is equal to the following:
Fp(x + r(x)y),P(x) + y(t) > min{Fy((t)),Fp(x)_ u(O(t)), (3.2) Fp(x + F(x)y)-((t)'F P(x) + y-(2(t))'
Fp(x + F(z)g) (2(t) V2((to)) > rl((to)). (3.6) By (3.5) , since (to)> o, we have rl(to)= Fl((to) ). Let t*=ma.{t > to:Fl(t Fl(/o) }. Since F is left-continuous, such a t* must exist and t* >_ (to). However, since (t*) > t*, we have
Fl(O(t*)) > Fl(t*).
By the nondecreasing property of F 2 and (3.6), we have F2(o(t*)) _> F2((to)) > Fl(O(to))= Fl(t* ). (t)) for all >0. By the assumption (4), for 0 P(xo)-Yo, there exist a point Yl P(Xl) such that Vyl(t) > FP(xl),P(xo)_Yo(t) (3.8) for all t>_0.
Hence, by (3.7) and (3.8) i.e., nO. Therefore, from the r-closedness of P and (3.10), we have * E D(P) and 0 P(*), i.e., * is a solution of (3.4) .
(II). The ease of e 0. Let T(z) P(z)-u for D(P). Then D(P) D(T) and P satisfying (3.1a ) is equal to T satisfying (3.7) . Therefore, by using the case .of u=O, we can show the existence of solution for the nonlinear set-valued operator equation 0 T(). This completes the proof.
For the nonlinear single-valued operation equation u P(z), (3.12) we also have the following: (3.1b) ;
x + r(x) D(P) for all x D(P) and y Y; r is a probabilistic contractor of P with respect to u, i.e., r satisfies the condition 
